Connecting and empowering the world of infrastructure and project financing

Member’s guide to IPFA 2020
Global update

H2 2020

IPFA remains your go-to platform for connectivity and knowledge sharing. As your home for thought leadership we will continue to bring our global community together to connect, share and stay up to date through various online platforms.

Regional activities

Bringing members together locally, our interactive webinars and virtual networking sessions will discuss the latest market trends and new developments impacting the region.

Global activities

We will continue to drive our global content online including our CV19 Hub, plus new initiatives looking at key issues such as sustainability and climate change.
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Thought leadership
Professional development
Connectivity & networking
Outreach & exposure
Industry voice
Online member services

**Webinars, podcasts & audiocasts**

Interactive virtual discussions offering expert, convenient and timely information on today’s hottest infrastructure & energy topics.
As part of our Future Leaders Network, we organise learning & development sessions for our early to mid-career members.

**Working groups**

Ability to shape the future of the industry through collaborative discussion. We respond to consultation papers providing members with the opportunity to contribute their views, ideas and solutions as part of a collective voice.
See previous responses here 📚

**Articles, presentations & on-demand webinars**

Access a comprehensive library of industry presentations, thought pieces, articles and webinar recordings covering the latest issues across infrastructure & energy. 📚

**Hosting & outreach**

Expand your network and promote your brand to over 20k contacts. Opportunities for both collaborating and participating on a webinar, podcast, discussion, Q&A, thought-piece, report etc.
We can share your industry insights with our global network and continue our engaging discussions online.

**Networking & building connections**

Join our online networking discussions to connect with peers virtually and share views on the latest developments. These sessions will be launched regionally over the coming months – keep an eye on the following pages for announcements.

Have a connection in mind you would like to make? We facilitate introductions between members – get in touch to find out more.
Are you part of the next generation leading tomorrow’s world? Are you keen to shape your career?

Get involved in our FLN and set yourself on a path to progression. Included in your IPFA membership, this platform provides a dynamic and informative space for early to mid-career members to come together from all around the world to learn, develop and network with fellow practitioners.

Your global FLN community enables you to keep up to date with our ever changing industry and build on your professional profile through connecting with peers and developing soft skills.

Look out for the Future Leaders logo for details on upcoming activities.
NEW! The ‘Future Leaders’ Guide to…’ Podcast

Empowering you to progress your career in infra & energy. Our podcast comprises of conversations with special guests, arming you with the tools to get you through the week as well as the skills to shape your future.

Building Resilience & Connectivity Series
EP 1  The Here and Now
EP 2   Looking Towards Recovery
EP 3  Growing Your Network During a Pandemic
EP 4  Transforming Your Relationship Building Plan
EP 5  Adopting a Growth Mindset
EP 6  Building Your Personal Brand
EP 7  Boosting Your Career Motivation
EP 8  Saying ‘No’ at Work
Future Leaders Network

Knowledge Workshops

Exclusive access to live interactive virtual workshops providing future leaders with essential online training.

- On-Demand | Lockdown to Lock Up: Waivers and Defaults
- On-Demand | Financial Models in a Crisis – Assessing the Impact Part 1
- On-Demand | Financial Models in a Crisis – Assessing the Impact Part 2
- 9 Sep | Creating a Responsible Future – Sustainable Finance and ESG
- 24 Sep | Financial Models in a Crisis – Stress Testing the Model

Global Infrastructure Fundamentals

These webinars offer a unique opportunity to learn more about the latest global trends in infra and energy.

- On-Demand | Understanding the Impact of COVID-19 on Oil & Gas
- 14 Sep | What’s Powering the Online Economy
- 1 Oct | All You Need to Know About Corporate PPAs

Browse the next few pages for regional FLN content. Look out for the Future Leaders logo.
CV19 HUB

CV19 Hub Webinars

Sep | Transportation – The Future of Demand-Based Assets

Oct | Emerging from the Crisis – A Review of the Global Finance Markets

On-Demand Webinars

What is Happening in Private Finance Markets for Infra?
Blended Finance – A Tool for Recovery?
Future Policy Legacy of COVID-19 on Infra
COVID19AID: Infra Priorities for Emerging Economies

Monthly Audiocast

Macro-Economic Overview of COVID-19 & Its Impact on...
Sustainability and Force Majeure
Infrastructure and Energy

A central hub for members to collaborate, share knowledge and experiences, and gain up-to-date information on the current and future impact of COVID-19 on our industry and people.

If you would like to host, participate or contribute content to the Hub, let us know at connect@ipfa.org
Cont. Europe, Turkey & Nordics

Upcoming Webinars

Sep | Broadband Expansion in Germany
Sep | E-Mobility and EV Charging in the Netherlands
Sep | The Future of PPPs in Poland
Oct | Hydrogen Sector in the Netherlands
Oct | Digital Infrastructure in Turkey, CIS and CEE
Oct | Renewables in Spain
27 Oct | Maintenance PPPs in Germany
Nov | PPP in Belgium
Nov | How to be Green & the Philosophy of New Beginnings

Middle East

Sep | Webinar
Islamic Finance

Middle East Future Leaders Network

Oct | Virtual Networking
Topic being developed

On-Demand Webinars

Tackling Climate Change
Road Infrastructure in CEE and Turkey
Turkey Market Update
How Can PPPs Stimulate Economic Recovery in the ME?
EUROPE FUTURE LEADERS NETWORK

Upcoming FLN Webinars

13 Oct | The Shifting Sands of the European Energy Markets

Nov | LIBOR Transition Update

On-Demand FLN Webinars

Accelerating Growth, One Action at a Time

LIBOR Transition

UK & IRELAND

Executive Breakfast Roundtables

Sep | James Heath, CEO, National Infrastructure Commission

Nov | Keynote TBC

Upcoming Webinars

22 Sep | UK Economic Outlook – Possibilities & Expectations

Oct | Insurance Issues

On-Demand Webinars

Pathways to Net-Zero

Impact of COVID-19 on PFI/PF2 Contracts

Project Ireland 2040 & Its Role in Recovering from CV19
AUSTRALIA FUTURE LEADERS NETWORK

Upcoming FLN Webinars

1 Oct | All You Need to Know About Corporate PPAs

Oct | Restructuring Australian Projects

Nov | Online Networking Event

Jan 21 | The Impact of COVID-19 on Transportation

AUSTRALIA

Upcoming Webinars

8 Sep | Merchant Power Risk

Oct | Construction Sector - How is Disruption Affecting Current Projects?

Nov | What Is Relevant in Global Finance Markets for Australia?

On-Demand Webinars

NSW Government Update

Victorian Government Update

Energy Market Reform
ASIA FUTURE LEADERS NETWORK

Upcoming FLN Webinars

Nov | Corporate PPAs in Asia

On-Demand Webinars

Bangladesh – A Market Full of Opportunity

Energy from Waste: Trash or Treasure?
**AMERICAS**

**CANADA**
- Sep | Webinar
  Monetization of Assets – Where Next?
- Oct | Executive Roundtable
  Keynote TBC
- Nov | Webinar
  The Demand for Digital in Canada
- Nov | FLN Webinar
  Future Leaders Network

**US**
- 17 Sep | Webinar
  Powering Higher Education
- Oct | Webinar
  Digital Infrastructure
- Nov | Webinar
  Looking Back and Looking Forward

See our Latin America series on page 16
The global energy supply is in transition from traditional fossil fuels to low carbon and renewable sources. This shift needs to progress substantially if we are to meet climate goals, meaning that the energy industry is sure to face disruption over the next few decades. The movement towards renewables is only part of the evolution; the development of and investment into the infrastructure needed to enable the transition are just as important.

The webinar series will explore how this will shape future energy infrastructure assets and investment in the years to come.

Register for the next live sessions and stream on-demand episodes now 📺

EPISODES
EP 1 | Introduction to Renewables
EP 2 | Subsidy Free Renewables & Corporate PPAs
EP 3 | Characteristics of Investable Hydrogen Projects
EP 4 | Global Offshore Wind Market
EP 5 | Investing Sustainably
EP 6 | Innovation for Energy Storage
EP 7 | Bioenergy - A Natural Path to a Greener Future
EP 8 | Pathways for Decarbonisation
EP 9 | Energy Efficiency
Given the rapid evolution of technology over the last 30 years, it was only a matter of time for traditional infrastructure to become ‘digital’ and for digital technology to be considered ‘infrastructure’. When it comes to defining this, do assets even have to be physical, and to what extent can software demonstrate infrastructure-like characteristics?

Irrespective of labels, the demand for investable assets has increased and with that comes different risk profiles and models. So what do we mean by Infratech? Where are the opportunities and how can we get comfortable with the new risks?

This webinar series will provide a unique insight into the current trends and opportunities as well as examine how technology and infrastructure are converging to create worlds of the future.

Register for the next live sessions and stream on-demand episodes now 📺

EPISODES
EP 1 | The Next Frontiers of Technology in Infra & Energy
EP 2 | Data Centres: How Do I Connect to the Opportunities?
EP 3 | Digitalisation: Accelerating Infra Delivery
EP 4 | Big Data, AI and Infrastructure
EP 5 | Future Mobility
EP 6 | Networks of the Future – Fibre & 5G
EP 7 | Smart Cities – Hype or Reality?
Latin America webinar series

A region rich with opportunity but not without its political and economic uncertainty. Navigating Latin America means understanding the nuances of 33 countries, their regulatory systems, varying infrastructure needs, risk appetite and the investment landscape.

This webinar series will provide a birds-eye view of the region as well as deep-dives into individual countries at different stages in their development, giving members a comprehensive understanding of what it means to develop infrastructure in Latin America.

Register for the next live sessions and stream on-demand episodes now 🔄

EPISODES
EP 1 | Infra Development in an Era of Political Risk
EP 2 | Economic and Trade Impact of COVID-19 in LatAm
EP 3 | Chile Outlook
EP 4 | Brazil Outlook
EP 5 | Uruguay Outlook
EP 6 | Colombia Outlook
INTRODUCING
Global Infrastructure Forum 2020
Building a resilient future post COVID-19

Hosted by
European Bank for Reconstruction and Development

In collaboration with
ADB | ADB | AIIB | CV19 HUB | EMEA | APAC | Americas | Global webinars

Organised by
IPFA

Register your interest
Membership

IPFA membership gives you unlimited access to our online services. If you have a regional membership (not global), colleagues based in that region can gain access.

To find out more about how to maximise your membership, including tools for outreach, connecting with the network and learning & development, please take a look at our one-page guide below.

Contact us for any queries at membership@ipfa.org

Connect with IPFA

Update your email preferences
Select the regions and activities you want to hear about. Log in to your ‘My IPFA’ Profile and update your email preferences.

Visit the IPFA website
Register for upcoming events & webinars and browse our library of industry documents & on-demand webinars.

Connect with IPFA on social media
Follow us on LinkedIn (IPFA-Global)

Download member benefits guide